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The version information of this report is as follows: 

 

Version Date Details 

1.0 2022-01-28 First release 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

  

Remarks 

 

If the report includes statistics and indices, some data may be rounded,  

meaning that the sum of each item may not match the total.  

 

This report is a work of authorship protected by the Copy Right Act  

Unauthorized copying or reproduction for profit is strictly prohibited under any 

circumstances.  

 

Seek permission from AhnLab in advance  

if you wish to use a part or all of the report. 

 

If you reprint or reproduce the material without the permission of the organization  

mentioned above, you may be held accountable for criminal or civil liabilities. 
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 CAUTION 

This report contains a number of opinions given by the analysts based on the  

information that has been confirmed so far.  Each analyst may have a different 

opinion and the content of this report may change without notice if new 

evidence is confirmed. 
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Overview 

The Kimsuky Group is deemed by many threat analysts as a group backed by North Korea, and 

is known to be an APT group with the goal of information theft. In September 2013, a Russian 

security company Kaspersky first exposed their activities, and the threat group is still active 

to this day. AhnLab had published the Threat Trend Report on Kimsuky Group Part 1 1 

(Activities from 2013 to 2017) and Part 22 (Activities from 2018 to April 2021). This report 

will cover their overall activities between January - December 2021. 

Major Trends of the Kimsuky Group 

Up until 2020, the group distributed malware by being embedding it into Hangul Word Process 

(HWP) files. However, in 2021, they embedded it into Microsoft Office documents instead. 

While HWP files are still used nowadays, they are mostly only used as bait documents (normal 

files). Since March 2021, there have also been many cases of malware distribution involving 

finance-related topics such as a small compensation for manuscript writing.  

 
Figure 1. Related news article 3 

 
1 https://atip.ahnlab.com/ti/contents/issue-report/trend?i=22542f31-ef62-4dec-b70d-74190f25e27b 

2 https://atip.ahnlab.com/ti/contents/issue-report/trend?i=27e83378-12e2-47d9-ad8a-c2a5a8cc3340 

3 https://www.boannews.com/media/view.asp?idx=95940 

https://atip.ahnlab.com/ti/contents/issue-report/trend?i=22542f31-ef62-4dec-b70d-74190f25e27b
https://atip.ahnlab.com/ti/contents/issue-report/trend?i=27e83378-12e2-47d9-ad8a-c2a5a8cc3340
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Figure 1-1. Excerpt from the document 

(MD5: D7B717134358BBEEFC5796B5912369F0) 

 

In June 2021, energy researchers and aerospace industries suffered from hacking incidents. 

Following after the incidents, there was a media report stating that the Kimsuky Group was 

behind these attacks. These attacks were carried out via infiltration using VPN vulnerabilities, 

but specific details are unknown. 

 
Figure 2. Related news article4 

 
4 https://www.boannews.com/media/view.asp?idx=98828 

https://www.boannews.com/media/view.asp?idx=98828
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They have also performed smishing attacks impersonating certain organizations or individuals, 

and in the same month, distributed an APK file disguised as a mobile antivirus vaccine from 

Korea Internet & Security Agency (KISA). When this APK is installed and run, it collects 

sensitive information from the installed device and transmits them to the C&C Server. 

Afterward, the threat actor gains remote control over the user's device. 

 

 
Figure 3. Related post5 

 
Figure 3-1. Screen displayed when the APK is run 

 
5 https://blog.cyble.com/2021/06/03/kimsuky-apt-group-distributes-fake-security-app-disguised-as-kisa-security-program/ 
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As COVID-19 continued its propagation in 2021, there have been frequent distribution of 

malware using COVID-19-related topics. 

 

 
Figure 4. Excerpt from the COVID-19-themed bait document 

(MD5 : 946F787C129BF469298AA881FB0843F4) 
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Although the distribution tactic changed from using malicious HWP files to Microsoft Office 

files, the same types of malware and tactics are still being implemented in these malicious 

campaigns. However, there is a slow rising trend of using newer forms of malware along with 

encryption methods and strings with small adjustments. Moreover, there have been attacks 

abusing comparatively recent vulnerabilities. The detailed timeline is shown in Table 1 below. 

 

Date of Attack 
Attack Target 

(Presumed) 

Malware Type or Attack 

Technique 

January ? 
BravePrince variant 1 

(Infostealer) 

February ? AppleSeed (Backdoor) 

March 
Diplomacy-related 

personnel 
? (infostealer) 

April 
National defense-related 

personnel 

AppleSeed (Backdoor), 

BravePrince (infostealer) 

May 

National defense and 

unification-related 

personnel 

AppleSeed (Backdoor) 

June 
Diplomacy and unification-

related personnel 

AppleSeed (Backdoor), 

FlowerPower (Keylogger) 

July 
Unification-related 

personnel 
FlowerPower (Keylogger) 

August 
Diplomacy and unification-

related personnel 
PDF Exploit (CVE-2020-9715) 

September 
National defense-related 

personnel 

AppleSeed (Backdoor), 

BravePrince variant 2 

(Infostealer) 

PebbleDash (Backdoor) 

December 
Architecture-related 

personnel 
PebbleDash (Backdoor) 

Table 1. Timeline of major attack cases 
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Summary of Activities in 2021 

The most frequent cases of malware distribution were those involving finance-related topics 

such as offering a small compensation for manuscript writing. This is likely because it is easier 

to deceive victims with finance-related topics. The attack targets are more or less the same 

as before, being national defense, diplomacy, and unification related personnel. There have 

also been attacks abusing comparatively recent vulnerabilities (CVE-2020-9715). Additionally, 

COVID-19 related topics were found in some attacks, and while the same malware from the 

past is still being used, there were frequent distributions of its variants. They had used 

malware used by other groups to confuse analysts. The trend of using HWP malware in their 

attacks had stopped, and now, HWP files are mostly being used as bait documents to deceive 

the attack targets. The Kimsuky Group is becoming a lot more active these days, and this trend 

is forecasted to continue. 

 

The analysis and trend analysis reports of the malware used by the Kimsuky Group is also 

uploaded on ATIP. For more details, please refer to each report.6789 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
6 https://atip.ahnlab.com/ti/contents/issue-report/trend?i=52f630f9-add0-4abc-a9d6-c40cfe87f36f 

7 https://atip.ahnlab.com/ti/contents/issue-report/malware-analysis?i=828afabc-fb71-4fe7-9d73-42ef04f43a77 

8 https://atip.ahnlab.com/ti/contents/issue-report/trend?i=6a97573b-82e9-4b82-970c-39933ee255bc 

9 https://atip.ahnlab.com/ti/contents/issue-report/malware-analysis?i=3719b606-294c-45ab-be6d-3ec2d99acd5c 

https://atip.ahnlab.com/ti/contents/issue-report/trend?i=52f630f9-add0-4abc-a9d6-c40cfe87f36f
https://atip.ahnlab.com/ti/contents/issue-report/malware-analysis?i=828afabc-fb71-4fe7-9d73-42ef04f43a77
https://atip.ahnlab.com/ti/contents/issue-report/trend?i=6a97573b-82e9-4b82-970c-39933ee255bc
https://atip.ahnlab.com/ti/contents/issue-report/malware-analysis?i=3719b606-294c-45ab-be6d-3ec2d99acd5c
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Major Malware 

As mentioned above, the Kimsuky Group reuses malware, but they also irregularly use variants 

of existing malware or completely new strains in their attacks. Below are some of the variants 

of malware and new malware used in 2021. 

 

1)  AppleSeed (JavaScript based)  

AppleSeed is a backdoor which collects system information and performs malicious behaviors 

through commands received from the C&C Server. Usually, it was distributed only through EXE 

files, but is now also being distributed through JavaScript. Upon execution, it drops a Base64-

decoded bait HWP and malicious a DLL file before executing them in turn. 

 

 
Figure 5. JavaScript that drops AppleSeed 

(MD5: 3A4AB11B25961BECECE1C358029BA611) 
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Based on the bait file content, it seems that personnel in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs are 

targeted. It should also be noted that AppleSeed is the most distributed malware in 2021. 
 

 
Figure 5-1. Content of the bait document displayed upon being opened 
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2)  AppleSeed (Android APK) 

AppleSeed has also been distributed through an APK file disguised as a mobile antivirus 

vaccine from Korean Internet & Security Agency (KISA). When this APK is installed and run, it 

collects login credentials and other sensitive information and sends them to the C&C Server 

before performing various malicious behaviors. 

 

 
Figure 6. A part of the AppleSeed APK code 
(MD5: E7CAF25DE7CE463A6F22ECB8689389AD) 

 

The algorithm used in this APK exactly matches the algorithm used in the Windows version of 

AppleSeed. 

 

 
Figure 6-1. String decryption code 
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3)  FlowerPower (PowerShell Script-based Keylogger) 

FlowerPower is a PowerShell script-based keylogger type which collects system information 

and transmits them to the C&C Server to continue keylogging. However, while its features are 

exactly the same as before, types that use a different string for communication have been 

detected as well. Not all samples use the new string, and it seems like they are using both 

types. 

 

 
Figure 7. Additional files downloaded from the C&C Server 

(MD5: 1269E2B00FD323A7748215124CB058CD) 
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Figure 7-1. Sample comparison 

4)  PDF Exploit (CVE-2020-9715) 

Malicious PDF files using the Use-After-Free vulnerability was also found being distributed. 

When this PDF is opened, the malicious JavaScript embedded in the file is executed, 

downloading and running additional files from an external source. However, these additional 

files were not procured at the time of analysis. Based on the content of the bait file, it seems 

that this attack targets unification work-related personnel. Aside from these, a document was 

found abusing the same vulnerability but only executing a simple calculator. This is deemed to 

be a document created for vulnerability testing purposes.10 

 

 
10 https://atip.ahnlab.com/ti/contents/issue-report/vulnerability?i=d19d7eae-e274-46e0-ace7-3f13f7d832f2 

https://atip.ahnlab.com/ti/contents/issue-report/vulnerability?i=d19d7eae-e274-46e0-ace7-3f13f7d832f2
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Figure 8. Content of the PDF files used in attacks 

 

 
Figure 8-1. Malicious JavaScript embedded into the PDF files 

(MD5 : 6D6399E5E98164E365029A9B141E1646) 

 

 

5)  PebbleDash (Backdoor) 

The PebbleDash malware is known to be used by the Lazarus group and has been detected 

since 2016. However, the Kimsuky Group was also found using this malware in September. It 

is a backdoor that collects and extorts information and executes commands, where all strings 

use the KeyTable embedded into the malware to be decrypted through an arithmetic operation. 
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Figure 9. Encrypted string 

(MD5: 946F787C129BF469298AA881FB0843F4) 

 

 

 
Figure 9-1. Decryption algorithm 
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6) BravePrince (variants 1 and 2) 

BravePrince uses the ID and password inside the file and sends collected system information 

and keylogging data via Korean email servers. The variants of BravePrince have been found. In 

the past, only mail servers were used to transmit information to a particular email address, 

but the variant found recently has a newly added routine that checks whether the 3389 port 

is open before transmitting data to the email server. If this port is closed, it communicates 

with the C&C Server to download and execute additional files. 

 

 
Figure 10. Comparison of the past and new versions 
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Figure 10-1. Newly added feature 1 (variant 1) 

(MD5: 80CE8826C8CD34B9AC7A787895674069) 

 

 
Figure 10-2. Newly added feature 2 (variant 1) 
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Also, another version of BravePrince (variant 2) was discovered in September, which uses the 

encryption method of PebbleDash mentioned above. The KeyTable value used by the existing 

PebbleDash version is the same, and only the algorithm was slightly changed. There is a 

subtraction operation in BravePrince, but PebbleDash has no such operation. 

 

 
Figure 11. Comparison between the encryption methods 

BravePrince (variant 2) (MD5: E647B3366DC836C1F63BDC5BA2AEF3A9) 
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AhnLab Response Overview 

The alias and the engine version information of AhnLab products are shown below. Even if the 

activities of this threat group have been identified recently, AhnLab products may have already 

diagnosed related malware in the past. While ASEC is tracking the activities of this threat 

group and responding to related malware, there can be variants that have not been identified 

and thus are not detected. 
 

Backdoor/JS.Akdoor 

Backdoor/PowerShell.Akdoor.S1454 

Backdoor/PowerShell.Akdoor.S1509 

Backdoor/Win.AppleSeed.C4635545 

Backdoor/Win.AppleSeed.R441519 

Backdoor/Win.Keylogger.R419909 

Backdoor/Win.Meterpreter.C4522181 

Downloader/DOC.Agent 

Downloader/DOC.Generic 

Downloader/W97M.Generic 

Downloader/XLS.Agent 

Downloader/XML.External 

Dropper/Win.AppleSeed.R460199 

Dropper/WSF.Agent 

Exploit/PDF.FakeDocu.S1628 

Trojan/BIN.EncPE 

Trojan/JS.Agent 

Trojan/Win.Agent.R374404 

Trojan/Win.Agent.R434921 

Trojan/Win.Agent.R437874 

Trojan/Win.Akdoor.R426485 

Trojan/Win.Kimsuky.R437684 

Trojan/Win.LightShell.R435857 

Trojan/Win.LightShell.R439839 
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Indicators Of Compromise (IOC) 

A portion of the following IOC quotes other analysis reports, and there are some cases that 

could not be verified because samples could not be obtained. Updates may occur without 

prior notice when new information is found. 

File Paths and Names 

The file paths and names used by the threat group are as follows. File names of some malware 

or tools may be the same as those of normal files. 

 

Biden Administration Inauguration Plan Survey.doc 

Compensation Payment Request.doc 

Compensation Payment Request (form).doc 

Compensation Payment Request.docm 

Plan Survey.doc 

[Survey] 2021 Data Driven Future Prospect Research_(Peacetime Security).doc 

1. 2021 Business Plan (with facility headquarters data) - 210316-1.pif 

Construction of North Korean Nuclear Disarmament Control Tower (Proposal).wsf 

AutoUpdate.dll 

Biden Administration Security Line.wsf 

US Seeks to Mediate the Korea-Japan Dispute.doc_ 

 

File Hashes (MD5) 

The MD5 of the related files are as follows. However, sensitive samples may have been 

excluded. 

 

AppleSeed 

3A4AB11B25961BECECE1C358029BA611 

E7CAF25DE7CE463A6F22ECB8689389AD 

6E8406D6680899937F23C788A7008A11 

C688C60C94EAD98F772C20CF18FB02D1 

D916C3533A89E498159FC432D645EDB8 

3C47E1074F0845F50B615F1FB99B3BD8  

1976FE2BC1011C02FF50C807F97CB230  

C019E4BD1D192E08C56135A501A828FE  

CAA1A847D0AE3F3D647474F5DB9069BF 

739D14336826D078C40C9580E3396D15 
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FlowerPower 

1269E2B00FD323A7748215124CB058CD 

1FBB840D848784C3500D645B54D3E350 

CCB280538B4A11F2D71B90520925DD48 

F553E3190CEFF8DDBF3B39A1520D339C 

9917049F845834165B864324AF58BDAB 

51AB8BF7BD7E4A828A6A843076F19DF5 

811F8C88CDA9E8C4F448AA6F380E5A93 

 

PDF Exploit 

6D6399E5E98164E365029A9B141E1646 

 

PebbleDash 

946F787C129BF469298AA881FB0843F4 

 

BravePrince 

80CE8826C8CD34B9AC7A787895674069 (variant 1) 

FD26AC8090BFF71C155140738E82D4B6 (variant 1) 

47CE2CF998E4AF580B9D0ACCCF7D2207 (variant 1) 

E647B3366DC836C1F63BDC5BA2AEF3A9 (variant 2) 

 

Biden Administration Inauguration Plan Survey.doc 

8CA84C206FE8436DCC92BF6C1F7CF168 

 

Compensation Payment Request.doc 

D7B717134358BBEEFC5796B5912369F0 

0821884168A644F3C27176A52763ACC9 

 

Compensation Payment Request (form).doc 

95C92BCFC39CEAFC1735F190A575C60C 

 

Compensation Payment Request.docm 

8DE75256D0E579416263CB3C61FC6C55 

 

Plan Survey.doc 

49A04C85555B35F998B1787B325526E6 

86C462B8CEFFBC10018DF2C32E024B29 

 

[Survey] 2021 Data Driven Future Prospect Research_(Peacetime Security).doc 

6A614CA002C5B3A4D7023FAFFC0546E1 

 

1. 2021 Business Plan (with facility headquarters data) - 210316-1.pif 

815C690BFC097B82A8F1D171CD00E775 

 

Construction of North Korean Nuclear Disarmament Control Tower (Proposal).wsf 

F0255DFCB932C3072C2489124B25B373 
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Biden Administration Security Line.wsf 

159DD4D84FD6C5D1BB807CDB02215CF8 

 

US Seeks to Mediate the Korea-Japan Dispute.doc_ 

9D3B4E82D2C839FFC2887946FB204615 

 

Unknown (unknown type) 

92D6F06E435A519E07575CA55194ED89 

A67231CBED92AC390A932096E75FD3F1 

FDA2A4A7EF9222648D9739F8CBEB482C 

1CC84A222ACB263F2F0E6D17C45702AF 

87C431FF5A16E1668397DFFAF961389C 

E6A579E7938662A4F95FD50DBE23119A 

78D16566C2ED6A45897DAE25700DCA5A 

8A7686430D9AD2832E8A4C3992186B36 

BE4DAA6400A6E417270E17B67A44CA97 

906B43CB893E0A57404C8F17085A1F24 

A67B0C89812E9517178B8581FF830A38 

5EB09DD7AAFDD5AF5A8396497F99E0E7  

AA0115A289C6A0CF9771B6140F29F2B1 

 

Related Domains, URLs, and IP Addresses 

The download or C2 addresses used are as follows. http was changed to hxxp, and sensitive 

information may have been excluded. 

 

hxxp://1213rt.atwebpages.com/cohb/d.php?filename=corona 

hxxp://ahnlab.check.pe.hu 

hxxp://anto.shore.ml 

hxxp://beilksa.scienceontheweb.net/cookie/select/log/tmp?q=6 

hxxp://benze.atwebpages.com/ki/mc.down 

hxxp://benze.atwebpages.com/ki/mc.txt 

hxxp://benze.atwebpages.com/ki/post.php 

hxxp://boars.linecover.xyz 

hxxp://btige.myartsonline.com/eo/ki.txt 

hxxp://chels.mypressonline.com/ah/nk.txt 

hxxp://connectter.atwebpages.com/2612/download.php?filename=2612 

hxxp://cuinm.huikm.kro.kr 

hxxp://dkekftks.atwebpages.com/ccom1/download.php?filename=ccom1 

hxxp://dkekftks.atwebpages.com/ccom1/post.php 

hxxp://dktkglrkshqhfn.atwebpages.com/ccom2/download.php?filename=ccom2 

hxxp://eucie09111.myartsonline.com/0502/v.php 

hxxp://hanlight.mygamesonline.org/2403/v.php?w=chosh3 

hxxp://klsa.onlinewebshop.net/qaz/download.php?filename=UhuDa 
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hxxp://likel.atwebpages.com/bu/ma.txt 

hxxp://likel.atwebpages.com/officeDocument/2006/relationships/attachedTemplate/Seminarfinal.dotm 

hxxp://lovel.myartsonline.com/ys/ha.down 

hxxp://lovel.myartsonline.com/ys/ha.txt 

hxxp://lovel.myartsonline.com/ys/post.php 

hxxp://lovem.atwebpages.com/sw/cu.txt 

hxxp://manct.atwebpages.com/ck/uy.txt 

hxxp://manstr.myartsonline.com/pc/kj.txt 

hxxp://modri.myartsonline.com/gu/nw.down 

hxxp://modri.myartsonline.com/gu/nw.txt 

hxxp://modri.myartsonline.com/gu/post.php 

hxxp://modri.myartsonline.com/officeDocument/2006/relationships/BIO.dotm 

hxxp://movie.youtoboo.kro.kr/test.php 

hxxp://n4028chu.mywebcommunity.org/d.php 

hxxp://onedrive-upload.ikpoo.cf 

hxxp://ping.requests.p-e.kr 

hxxp://pollor.p-e.kr/?query=5 

hxxp://ppahjcz.tigerwood.tech 

hxxp://quarez.atwebpages.com/ny/ui.txt 

hxxp://rhwkdlaktm.atwebpages.com/download.php?filename=acom2 

hxxp://ripzi.getenjoyment.net/le/eh.txt 

hxxp://ripzi.getenjoyment.net/Package/2006/relationships/InterKoreanSummit.dotm 

hxxp://rukagu.mypressonline.com/le/yj.txt 

hxxp://seoul.lastpark.life 

hxxp://skime.mypressonline.com/ge/nj.down 

hxxp://skime.mypressonline.com/ge/nj.txt 

hxxp://skime.mypressonline.com/ge/post.php 

hxxp://stair.atwebpages.com/ne/la.down 

hxxp://stair.atwebpages.com/ne/la.txt 

hxxp://stair.atwebpages.com/ne/post.php 

hxxp://tbear.mypressonline.com/ci/mo.txt 

hxxp://texts.letterpaper.press 

hxxp://tksRpdl.atwebpages.com/ccom2/download.php?filename=ccom2 

hxxp://tktlal2.atwebpages.com/ccom2/post.php 

hxxp://tktlal3.atwebpages.com/ccom3/download.php?filename=ccom3 

hxxp://tktlal3.atwebpages.com/ccom3/post.php 

hxxp://tools.macbook.kro.kr 

hxxp://vpn.atooi.ga/?query=5 

hxxp://vpn.atooi.ga/index.php?query=1 

hxxp://vpn.atooi.ga/index.php?query=3 

hxxp://vpn.atooi.ga/index.php?query=6 

hxxp://waels.onlinewebshop.net/st/wa.txt 

hxxp://wbg0909.scienceontheweb.net/0412/download.php?filename=corona 

hxxp://yes24-mart.pe.hu 

hxxp://yezu212.myartsonline.com/log/blank.php?v=leesy7107 

hxxp://yny0721.atwebpages.com/0502/download.php?filename=corona 

hxxp://yny0721.atwebpages.com/aw/download.php?filename=ercon 

hxxp://yny0721.atwebpages.com/aw/post.php 
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hxxps://mancit.000webhostapp.com/yk/yo.txt 

185.176.43.98, 185.176.43.106 

MITRE ATT&CK 

The MITRE ATT&CK information on this security attack is as follows. MITRE ATT&CK, which 

stands for Adversarial Tactics, Techniques, and Common Knowledge, includes classified 

descriptions of the threat group’s tactics and techniques observed. Relevant information 

can be found on https://attack.mitre.org/. 

 

The MITRE ATT&CK ID corresponding to this threat group quotes from another analysis report 

and has additional details confirmed by AhnLab. 

 

Tactic ID Description 

Reconnaissance 

(TA0043) 

 
 

Resource 

Development 

(TA0042) 

 

 

Initial Access 

(TA0001) 

T1566 Distribute malware as attachments to spear 

phishing emails T1566.001 

Execution 

(TA0002) 

 
 

Persistence 

(TA0003) 

T1547 
Maintain persistence through registry editing, 

use Office template macro, 

maintain persistence by adding to the task 

scheduler, 

use DLL side-loading 

T1547.001 

T1137 

T1053 

T1574 

Privilege 

Escalation 

(TA0004) 
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Defense 

Evasion 

(TA0005) 

T1497 

Evade virtual environments by scanning a 

particular registry 

Credential 

Access 

(TA0006) 

 

 

Discovery 

(TA0007) 

 
 

Lateral 

Movement 

(TA0008) 

 

 

Collection 

(TA0009) 

T1005 Collect system information, 

perform keylogging T1056.001 

Command  

and Control 

(TA0011) 

T1001 

Encode and obfuscate collected information T1132 

Exfiltration 

(TA0010) 

T1041 Transmit collected information to the C&C 

Server 

Impact 

(TA0040) 

 
 

Table 2. MITRE ATT&CK 
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